






---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Ussery, David W" <DWUssery@uams.edu>
To: Atul Kothari <Atul.Kothari@arkansas.gov>
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2021 17:33:21 +0000
Subject: quick question...

Hi Atul,

I’ve read that CDC is investing money in sequencing COVID-19, to keep track of the more virulent UK strain, for
example.

Do you know anything about this?

I woke up this morning thinking about a grant for the ARA (Arkansas Research Alliance).  It’s due on the 11th of
January (Monday), and I was thinking about asking for $100,000, for sequencing COVID-19 from wastewater in
Conway, Arkansas.  What do you think of this?  Would you be willing to help?  There’s a pretty good chance it’ll get
funded - last year they funded 12 grants out of 12 proposals (!).

p.s., still waiting to hear back from the NIH on my U01 grant (see attached).  It was SUPPOSED to have started first of
December, but with all the budget problems (we almost had a government shutdown a few weeks ago!) - the NIH
program managers are just now going their budgets - HOPE to hear in the next week or two on that one - it’d be great
if we got it, of course!  I think it was a good proposal - and I see that Arkansas is now back in the ’top10’, in terms of
number of cases per 100,000 (see screenshot from this morning’s paper)

With best wishes,

Dave

__________________________________________________________________
Professor David W. Ussery, PhD
Helen Adams & the Arkansas Research Alliance Chair in Biomedical Informatics
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
__________________________________________________________________

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s)
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the
original message.
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